
Ms Lynch 

6th Year  
 
WORK INCLUDES RESEARCH, PLANNING FOR YOUR CRAFT AND REDOING YOUR MOCK ART HISTORY 
PAPER+ LIFE DRAWING. Divide it up. 3 hrs per week on Art.  
 
 DRAWING WORK: Craft = Poster, Lino, Batik, 3D. 
 Development Sheet 1 for CRAFT: two A3 sheets where you practice drawing your Primary Source/s 
in different media. You can start developing ideas on this page and annotate them. (3 Hours work)  
Development Sheet 2: Two A3 pages. These are your design pages. You draw what your final CRAFT 
will look like. (3 hours work)   
RESEARCH: an artist/designer or crafts-person for your craft.  You could be inspired by the medium 
they use, the imagery, colours, shapes, etc. 
LIFE DRAWING - Practice on A2 paper (15 minutes + 30 Minutes) 
 
 
5th Year  
 
NEW PROJECT - POSTER DESIGN - Presentation on good poster design on edmodo 
 
Brainstorm new Theme - Beginning, include sketches of posters you like. Why do you like them? 
Pick Primary Sources(objects, photos you took, your imagination) associated with your brainstorm 
2 A4 sheets full of Primary Source Drawings - Different angles and mediums 
2 A4 sheets with thumbnail sketches of Poster layouts + Typography. 
 
 
3rd Year  
 
 Research an artist/designer or crafts-person for your 3D.  You could be inspired by the medium they 
use, the imagery, colours, shapes, etc.  Examiners what to see you are looking at the world around 
you and being influenced by art. (30 mins work)  
 
 
DRAWING WORK: Workbooks cannot be brought home but you can do all your planning work for 
your 3D piece at home and we will transfer back into workbooks when back at school. 
 Development Sheet 1 for 3D artefact: two a4 sheets where you practice drawing your Primary 
Source/s in different media. You can start developing ideas on this page and annotate them. (2 
Hours work)  Development Sheet 2: Two A4 pages. These are your design pages. You draw what your 
final 3D will look like. (2 hours work)  
 Examples attached below. Work just needs to be on paper. Use whatever you have at home. 
Photography your work in case you lose it. 
 
2nd Year  
 
Practice drawing an object in any medium (2 hours) 
Watch tutorial videos online and draw along. Try new techniques 
 
 
1st Year 
Practice drawing an object in any medium (2 hours) 
Watch tutorial videos online and draw along. Try new technique 


